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The Community Restorer
Greetings!
AmRestore helps local non-profit with emergency contents restoration saving over 90 percent!
AmRestore of Maryland received an emergency call at 4 pm on an icy Tuesday afternoon that a local
non-profit suffered a water loss that inundated three stories of structure and contents with a tremendous
flow of over 90 gallons per minute! The AmRestore team immediately mobilized and was on site to meet
with representatives of the restoration company they were called to assist. Through cooperation and
teamwork with the restoration company, AmRestore was able to document and pack-out the contents of
multiple rooms that evening. The restoration company could now work quickly to mitigate any further
damage to the structure.

Due to the quick response
of the insured, insurance
company and the teamwork
with the restoration
company, AmRestore was
able to save over 90% of all
types and categories
contents.
After being transported to
AmRestore’s Personal
Property Care Center, the
vital electronics were
restored within three days of
the loss with a 100 % save
rate. This all resulted in
massive cost savings over
replacement while
drastically cutting the claims
handling cost.

The Adjuster handling the claim added, "Your team did an amazing job on the contents".
We pride ourselves in the ability to restore all categories of contents with state-of-the-art equipment and
techniques, but sometimes the smallest things garner the most rewarding results. It brings great joy to
our team knowing we have restored the majority of the stuffed animals, children’s toys and many
sentimental items. We have also had amazing results with shoes making them better than pre-loss
condition. Sometimes the smallest details can bring the biggest smiles!
Helping others is what makes our chosen profession so great!

Restoring Health, Home and Harmony

